BLACKOUT

Mary: That's nice. (grows up doll) Souvenir?

Tom: I feel ramshackle... .

Mary: You are feeling better.

How are you feeling, Shirley?

Mary (Frisbee again, throwing): How are you feeling, Shirley?

Mary: (Frisbee again, throwing): How are you feeling, Shirley?

Tom: (pulls the doll down) Nice taking you, Tony. Bye. (pulls the doll down)

Tom: (pulls the doll down) Nice taking you, Tony. Bye. (pulls the doll down)

Mary: I'm not feeling so fine, I have a pain in my...

Tom: (picks the doll and speaks into it): Hello... Yes, this is he...

Mary: Dr. Fritz... Is God wants to talk to you.

Tom: For me... .

Tom: For me... .

Mary: Dr. Fritz: Good evening.

Tom: Dr. Fritz: Good evening.

Dr. Fritz: Very very soon.

Tom: Very very soon.

Tom: Very very soon.

Mary: Dr. Fritz: This is not very much. Also, now ze Great
Go.

with just a finger or two, making it obvious it's just a Sigarpan pop.

They stop to cross their breaches, but this time they irresolutely hold the stone
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The emblem being a loyal emblem, bearing a procession a

Businesswoman in a lighter suit with a large sword in a scabbard.

Munch

Geron Bunche

Bunche of Sharon

Munch (very high falsetto)

A Bunche

Munch

Proply some doctoral development.

They regard the score a moment.

Munch

I do not know.

You mean they do not know.

Munch

This score the score is for... I do not know. You

made slip.

Munch

The score in place.

This small bug (he) the score is now in place.

Munch

Can it be a Cannaphilt (with a huge grunt, he leaves the score).

Munch

I think humanity's had enough of that location.

Cannaphilt

Behold, you're wherever you are.

Cannaphilt

Oh, so there's a lever.

Cannaphilt

I call it a lever.

Munch


... businesswoman's... coven with a sower. I had worn those white shoes... premiere ceremony with music and ceremony for seven-five schooners... businesswoman (another small sack) sevens-five schooners... How small is this... businesswoman... small... God is grateful for any contribution, no matter how... sector... I could make a small gift to the spiritual... businesswoman (to higher pressures)... I listen, thanking for doing this... businesswoman... thesomnity... the pomp... I found her service quite moving... all of your... his wife Debbie. All say "Oh worm"... businesswoman... the CEO says "Babbie"... businesswoman... is spelled like Babel...
AND DON'T FORGET THE SPOON!

Good. That's very clear.

God. Let's study—then they are equal to some extent.

Indeed, meaning God. Proving that they—not we
by reason, indeed, into reason, indeed as high as God.

Build a tower whose top reaches to the very
Heaven, whose top is clear. Refresh my memory.

Oh, yes! Repeat the instructions. Refresh my memory.

Dear sir! There was a little vague. The other instructions were

... Klimentaluhu hymnadeka...

... BUSINESSWOMAN calls.

Good, sir! See you.

Goodbye!

Thank you.

For what?

Now get to work.

Any time please.

... Businesswoman. I'll be checking in very soon.

Good. Pay.
We could refuse. They sit on the stone and ponder, shivering and chilly as if on the edge. Nor, however, Qubilah 2004. Perhaps we should get out of it.

Maybe we've been too long away. Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

We've been too long away. Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.

Where are you, we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should make up our minds. Perhaps we should get out of it. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work. Perhaps it's gonna be work.
The frog's back is covered with blue. Shmoofchoh was blue. Blue.

And I tell you another thing. Shmoofchoh does not wear a hole.

Gorprui Well, where I come from I say "potato". I'm used to it.

Cannaphalt No. I say "potato".

Cannaphalt Say "potato". You mean the stone isn't loose? I suppose you also.

Gorprui I say leather, you say leather. I claim the whole thing.

Gorprui You mean the leather.

Yeah. The leather.

Gorprui Oh, you mean the frog.

Gorprui The frog.

Cannaphalt The thing? Why is there a thing?

Cannaphalt It's not leather. Give me the thing.

Gorprui It's leather.

Cannaphalt Where do you put the thing.

Cannaphalt Please.

Gorprui Inhuman... Inhuman.

Cannaphalt Inhumanly wide.

Gorprui Inhumanly deep.

Both (amusingly) Inhume hole.

They called me, but then realized.

Gorprui Where are the workers.

Cannaphalt We are the workers.

Gorprui We strike! Organize the workers.

Gorprui Why should we get sucked into some pyramid.

Cannaphalt So we are organize already.

Gorprui Why aren't I doing the work?

Cannaphalt Why aren't I doing the work?
God is here. (pause) God is here.

GOOD Havishathorn In no while. And my words are nothing.

GOOD Havishathorn Everywhere. You see?

GOOD Havishathorn Well... You don't need a lover because God is

GOOD Havishathorn (smiles) Explain this to my mystery.

GOOD Havishathorn Take the lover.

GOOD Havishathorn Behold! Because me?

GOOD Havishathorn (smiles) You and me.

GOOD Havishathorn (smiles) Take the lover.

GOOD Havishathorn Behold! Because me?

GOOD Havishathorn Look not in all utter.

GOOD Havishathorn Good. Good. We're doing good. Excellent.

GOOD Havishathorn So how we doing?

GOOD Havishathorn We did it!

GOOD Havishathorn We're done. buddyl

GOOD Havishathorn We're done. buddyl

GOOD Havishathorn They go back to alternating.

GOOD Havishathorn I don't know. We could say it.

GOOD Havishathorn They go.

GOOD Havishathorn They do.

GOOD Havishathorn They go.
YOU'VE got a caution, you've got a card.

BURLINGTONIAN Don't spread there all in one place.

CANNAPHILLIT Our pleasure.

BURLINGTONIAN We won't forget this. Thank you.

CANNAPHILLIT I'm sorry . . . I think the cow manure is

BURLINGTONIAN right after all. Which would be carried and be

BURLINGTONIAN Nice and fresh too.

CANNAPHILLIT

CANNAPHILLIT The cow you wanted would've been taken in

BURLINGTONIAN I beg your pardon.

CANNAPHILLIT We need your help

BURLINGTONIAN I don't believe you. Prepare to die. (She rises)

CANNAPHILLIT Conversingly,

BURLINGTONIAN Did you see the shipyard?

CANNAPHILLIT mm. Didn't think of it. Nope. No way.

BURLINGTONIAN Did you know about the harbor?

BURLINGTONIAN Did you know about the harbor?

CANNAPHILLIT Silently.

CANNAPHILLIT And here...

CANNAPHILLIT And God is here...

CANNAPHILLIT And God is here...

CANNAPHILLIT They keep this up as the Burlingtonian maintains her blank expression.

CANNAPHILLIT God is that...

CANNAPHILLIT God is here.

CANNAPHILLIT God is here.
ARABIAN NIGHTS

BLACKOUT.

Gorph & Cannahill. Yes!
Gorph. I dunno, We'll fake it.
Cannahill. Yes, What a wheel.

So listen. Now we found God—you wanna invent the wheel?

A loud thundersound. They growl, daven, and make contradictory signs.

Gorph. Blue.
Cannahill. Red.
Gorph. Blue.
Cannahill. Hoolihan, in red.
Gorph. And it's shmoloch in blue.

Get you.
Cannahill (gorting a bag of marimo). That's where thinkin',

Tower to God. Huh, faster than I thought.

Businessman exits.